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General stats on losses from the pandemic [source]: 

• Airlines’ passenger revenue is estimated to plunge by $314 billion in total - 55% 

from 2019 levels (International Air Transport Association) 

• Job losses in the travel industry could reach more than 100 million in 2020 (World 

Travel and Tourism Council) 

• The average number of commercial flights per day fell from more than 100,000 in 

January and February this year to around 78,500 in March and 29,400 in April 

(Flightradar24)  
• An estimated $2.7 trillion decline in travel and tourism GDP in 2020 (WTTC) 

Digital Marketing: 

According to a Harvard Business Review study of 4,700 public companies analysed 3 

years before, during and after recessions, businesses that chose a more progressive 

strategy of refocusing spending did much better during financial recessions [source]. 

Methods: 

• Increased social media presence: Quarantine means that many people are 

spending more time on social media, and business needs to be clearly 

represented here 

• Flexible business: Delivery, pick-up, and food trucks instead of conventional 

restaurant dining; online menus and services offered available clearly on websites 

and social media 

• Deals: social media competitions, deals, and discounts can all contribute to 

growth as they bring a wider audience  
• Search engine optimisation strategies [source] 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https://www.cnbc.com/2020/05/06/coronavirus-pandemics-impact-on-travel-tourism-in-5-charts.html
https://thriveagency.com/news/10-digital-marketing-ideas-to-consider-during-the-coronavirus/
https://moz.com/beginners-guide-to-seo


Examples of companies that have employed these methods:  

• The fashion retailer Boohoo Group (which includes PrettyLittleThing and NastyGal) 

spent £80m on influencer marketing, leading to a 45% increase in sales in the 

quarter to the end of May 2020 

• PlayStation attracted consumers by continuously releasing teaser content and 

strategically releasing new trailers and games once demand had increased 

• Hotels and tourist destinations can emulate these methods, including requesting 

features on viral travel Instagram pages and with travel influencers  

Considerations for website content: 

• If your restaurant or hotel was closed, make sure that opening times and 

cancellation policies are displayed clearly 

• Include dates on updates to policy and opening 

• Implement website content personalization based on customer segment, feeder 

market (local vs international), and website pathing behaviors 

• For hotels, implement a flexible cancellation policy to incentivise guests to book 

with certainty 

Considerations for book direct strategies [source]: 

Whilst it is important to ensure your business is available on third-party websites, there are 

many things you can do to ensure that booking direct is attractive to consumers. 

• “Ensure rate parity and prominently display book direct perks throughout the 

website. 

• Implement a reservation abandonment strategy to recover lost bookings and 

ensure bookings through the website vs OTAs. 

• Remarket website visitors who searched for specific dates in the booking engine. 
• Consider an instant rewards feature where visitors can enter their email to unlock 

exclusive rates and continue to market to potential guests once the email is 

captured. 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https://www.hospitalitynet.org/opinion/4098228.html


• Personalize website content based on customer segments, feeder markets, and 

website pathing behaviors” 
 

Marketing plans as re-opening occurs [source]: 

HospitalityNet recommends a scaled marketing plan that increases with travel demand, 

which can be found at the link above. Here is a summary: 

• Month 1: upper-funnel targeting, mainly local feeder markets 

• Month 2: shift to mid/lower-funnel targeting, including fly-in markets 

• Month 3: as travel demand rises, continue to hone in on travel intent targeting 

• Month 4: prioritise lower-funnel initiatives 

NB: upper funnel = attracting new customers, middle funnel = turning new visitors into 

qualified leads, lower funnel = where purchases happen 

Increasing consumer confidence:  

• Include in all brochures and website information a clear link to ‘COVID-19 

response’ detailing appropriate sanitisation and social distancing procedures 

• Include a newsletter detailing COVID-19 response  
• Provide face masks, and hand sanitiser at key opening points around the 

establishment 

• Front-of-house staff and front-of-house advertising such as menu boards and 

check-in desks represent an environment in which consumers feel safe, e.g. 

appropriate social distanced tables, masks on hand, socially distanced queues, and 

safety-focussed front-of-house boards 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https://www.hospitalitynet.org/opinion/4098228.html


Government funding available: 

• Small Business Grants Fund (SBGF) (here) 

• Retail, Hospitality and Leisure Grant Fund (RHLGF) (here) 

• Support for businesses, tailored to size and sector (here) 

Lessons from other countries’ governments: 

• The U.S. Treasury Department reaching an agreement with airlines including 

American, Delta and United for billions of dollars in a government grant 

• French and Dutch governments saying they would provide up to 11 billion euros 

($12.03 billion) in financial aid to Air France-KLM 

• Singapore’s government working with the private sector to provide up to 19 billion 

Singapore dollars ($13.42 billion) of funding to flagship carrier, Singapore Airlines  
 

This article was written by Helen Ainsley (helenainsley.reshape@gmail.com) 

Get in touch with the research team: insights.reshape@gmail.com 
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-guidance-on-business-support-grant-funding
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-guidance-on-business-support-grant-funding
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/financial-support-for-businesses-during-coronavirus-covid-19
mailto:helenainsley.reshape@gmail.com
mailto:insights.reshape@gmail.com

